OBJECTIVE: To present a resampling approach to obtain confidence intervals (CIs) and the empirical distributions for the studentized regression residuals percentiles when used as cutoff points for overweight and obesity diagnosis in children and adolescents. METHOD: A tutorial for the nonparametric bootstrap with bias accelerating correction is presented. A classical method, the Binomial interpretation, is used as comparing criterion. SUBJECTS: A case study comprising 418 randomly selected subjects from a private secondary school (age: 10-17 y, boys: 52%). MEASUREMENTS: Body fat percentage (by ), age (y) and Tanner criteria. RESULTS: The empirical distributions presented skewness suggesting that the CIs should not be symmetric. CIs obtained by the proposed approach were more realistic than the classical ones. CONCLUSIONS: We propose a simple and efficient way to obtain the interval estimates and the distribution properties of cutoff points for overweight and obese classification using a sample-based method that allows the comparison of cutoffs among many subpopulations.
Introduction
The prevalence of overweight children and adolescents has increased during the last decade in both developed and developing countries, such that obesity is now a major public health concern. 1, 2 In epidemiological studies, the diagnosis of obesity in adolescents is made through anthropometric measurements based on the body mass index (BMI), which is defined as the ratio between the body weight (kg) and the squared height (m   2   ) . 3, 4 However, the most reliable measure of obesity in the clinical scenario is the percentage of fat mass in body composition. Many papers have been written comparing the validity, accuracy and precision between anthropometric and body composition measures, more specifically between the BMI and the total body fat mass percentage estimate (Fat%). The latter is obtained using direct methods, such as bioimpedance and dual energy X-ray source (DXA), or indirect methods, such as hydro densitometry and evaluation of skinfolds.
In the absence of Fat% cutoff points indicative of overweight and obesity, in childhood and adolescence, Ellis et al 5 proposed a method based on the percentiles of the studentized regression residuals. Two Sex-specific linear regression models of fat percentage for age in years were developed. In the next step, studentized regression residuals were ranked, classifying as overweight or obese those adolescents who presented residuals above the 85 and 95th percentiles, respectively. We will call this the Ellis Regression Method (ERM). The ERM is a completely sample-based method, which yields only point estimation for the regression parameters. As such, the distributions of the regression parameters and residual percentiles must be assessed. Interval estimates for these percentiles give information about the precision of the point estimates and enable a comparison among groups (sex, ethnic origin and/or maturity). Sauerbrei 6 suggests resampling methods to study the properties of regression parameters and the selection of dependent variables. For instance, in the case where only one independent variable is fitted (say, age), the resampling method provides the empirical distribution of the model intercept and the age slope. Indeed, the distributions of the 85 and 95th percentiles are immediate results from the resampling procedure, providing an assessment of their distribution properties. This approach can also be applied to assess the interval estimates, provided no assumptions are made regarding the percentile distributions. 7 The objective of this article is to introduce the resampling method approach and its application on the study of the distribution properties of ERM estimates for a specific adolescent population (regression slope, 85 and 95th residual percentiles), obtaining their interval estimates. A tutorial with simple hypothetical data is also presented. Common parametric interval estimates, obtained by using the usual asymptotic normal approximation, for the regression slope, and the analytical method, for the percentiles, 8 are given for comparison purposes.
The proposed approach
The idea of using the original sample itself to improve estimates was introduced by Quenouille 9,10 and Tukey. 11 Tukey, in unpublished work, used the term jack-knifed estimator for the first time. The jack-knife method subdivides the original sample into subsets and recomputes the parameter of interest, each time omitting one of the subsets. The most common subset used consists of just one observation, omitting it in each recalculation. Suppose that the sample is composed of five observations (eg: body fat percentage), (y 1 , y 1 ,yy 5 ), and the parameter of interest is the sample mean y y. The Jack-knife distribution is obtained by recomputing the following sample means: y y 1 as the mean of (y 2 ,yy 5 ), without y 1 ; y y 2 as the mean of (y 1 , y 3 yy 5 ), without y 2 ; and so on, until the y y 5 .
So this procedure generates the jack-knife distribution, ( y y 1 , y y 2 ,y y y 5 ). The properties of this empirical distribution are used to improve the standard error of the estimate and/or its confidence interval (CI).
In 1979, Efron introduces the bootstrap, 12 another resampling method that was based on the jack-knife idea. In contrast to the jack-knife, the bootstrap method draws multiple independent random samples, with replacement, from the original sample. Since the seminal paper much work has been done and many bootstrap types were proposed, basically divided in three main groups called the nonparametric bootstrap, the parametric and the semiparametric ones. We will focus on the nonparametric type and a brief introduction and tutorial to this approach, followed by a hypothetical example given below. As in the jack-knife case this empirical distribution, with B estimates, is used to improve the precision of the estimate, as well the study of its properties (skewness, kurtosis, etc.). These methods can be used for more complex statistics, like regression parameters, percentiles of residuals and others. In the case of a simple linear regression, the resampling lies on the pair (y i , x i ) of response and explanatory variables for the ith subject. The regression is then fitted and the parameters estimated following the steps described above, the residuals are then generated, and the BEDs of the regression parameters, or any other statistics of interest, are obtained.
Many statistical packages like STATA and SAS had implemented the Jack-knife and Bootstrap methods, and some statistical languages have libraries that facilitate the implementation for nonusual statistics, such as the R and the Ox.
Once the BED is provided, an estimate of the CI can be obtained by several techniques. The simplest is the percentile method. Suppose we want the one-sided 95% CI of a statistic, say y y. So, the upper quantile u for the BED is the integer part of (B þ 1)(0.95), and the upper value of the CI is y* U . This method is considered inadequate due to the approximation errors detected in simulation studies. 13, 14 An alternative is to consider the CI based on the Bias Corrected accelerated method (BCa), 14 which corrects the interval for the bootstrap bias and for the skewness in the empirical distribution, providing smaller approximation errors. This method needs the computation of two constants, say a and b, as follows. Let p be the number of y* 's that are smaller than the sample estimate of the parameter y y.
, where F À1 ( Á ) is the quantile from the standard normal distribution that cumulates the probability equal to the proportion p/B (the inverse of the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution (eg: F À1 (0.975) ¼ 1.96). This constant could be interpreted as a bias-correction for centrality of the BED towards the point sample estimate.
The computation of a in the nonparametric case is based on the Jack-knife estimate of the skewness measure. Then a, An application of bootstrap in overweight diagnoses FAB Colugnati et al which is a skewness correction, is given by
whereỹ y is the mean of the jack-knife means ( y y 1 , y y 2 , y y y n ). Note that the constant a is 1/6th the jack-knife estimate of the skewness of this distribution.
Finally, the upper quantile for the one-sided 95% CI for y y is given by the integer part, U, of
where z 5 is the 5th percentile ( ¼ 100-95) of the standard normal distribution. So the CI for y y is given by (ÀN, y y U * ). The two-sided 95% CI is obtained by the intersection of the onesided intervals for 2.5 and 97.5%.
It is important to note that both resampling methods presented are used in conjunction at this point. The a is a jack-knifed estimate, used to improve the bootstrap CI.
A simple hypothetical exampleFCI for slope regression parameter We present here a simple example with a small sample size. Although it is related to the real application presented in the next topic, that application consists in a more complex problem, where the interest relies on the distribution of the residual percentiles.
Suppose we had measured the body fat mass percentage in five individuals and we are interested to estimate 95% CI for the simple regression parameter of age slope in this sample. The hypothetical data is shown in the two first lines of Table 1 . The last one contains the jack-knife estimates of the slope parameter for age (y) in the Fat%, the parameters estimates dropping out the respective ith pair (Fat%, age).
Performing B ¼ 1000 Bootstrap replications we obtain the results described in Table 2 , where the age slope point estimate for the original sample is presented. As example, one of the resampling was composed by the following pairs: ½ð17:3; 9:9Þ; ð17:3; 9:9Þ; ð30:6; 15:4Þ; ð30:1; 17:5Þ; ð25:5; 17:6Þ:
The bias, the a and b constants and the 95% CIs using the Percentile and the BCa methods described above are also presented. Note that the bootstrap CIs are different than the usual analytical CI assuming normal distribution, showing the lack of the normality assumption. The Bootstrap CIs were shifted toward the negative side of the distribution, which is in agreement with the shape of the empirical distributions (Figure 1) , and the BCa method presented a narrower interval.
The estimates were obtained with the Stata 8.0 commands jknife and bootstrap.
Case study and methods
The study was carried out in a private secondary school of São Paulo city (Brazil), attended by 2787 pupils, aged 10-17 y, from medium to high-income families. Adolescents with acute or chronic disease were excluded. The study sample comprised 418 randomly selected adolescents. Informed consent was signed by the parents. The study protocol was submitted and approved by São Paulo Hospital Ethics Committee.
The individual pubertal states were classified according to Tanner criteria 15 by two trained pediatricians during a clinical examination. Priority was given to the breast development in females and genital development in males. For regression analysis purposes, Tanner stages 1 and 2 were considered as a single category and denominated Prepubertal. Tanner stages 3, 4 and 5 were also combined and labeled Pubertal.
The body composition analysis, including the Fat%, was performed by absorption of a dual beam of energy or DXA and was carried out with a whole-body scanner (Hologic QDR-4500A, Fan Beam X-ray Bone Densitometer, Inc., MA, An application of bootstrap in overweight diagnoses FAB Colugnati et al USA), equipped with pediatric (5-16 y of age) and adult (416 y of age) software to obtain the total tissue mass separated into bone mineral, lean and fat mass measured according X-ray attenuation. DXA is considered a precise and accurate measure of the percentage of body fatness, yielding accuracy comparable to that of hydro densitometry, with an in vivo precision of 2-4%. 16 In our case, the observations resampled from the original data are the pairs, which are formed by the fat percentage and the age of the adolescent. We considered B ¼ 4999 resamples with the same sizes as the original sample size.
The bootstrap was used for the CIs of the regressions slopes as well as for the 85 and 95th percentiles for the studentized residuals. The BEDs of these percentiles are also presented.
A simple regression, adjusted by Ordinary Least Squares, was applied as proposed in the Ellis article (for each sex), and was also applied in each of the four groups formed by Sex Â Pubertal State (Prepubertal and Pubertal). The studentized residual was calculated.
The asymptotic 95% CI for the slopes and the Binomial interpretation 95% CI for the residual percentiles 8 
Results
The sample size, age (y) and total body fat mass percent (Fat%) means with their standard deviations for each sex and sex vs mature state groups are reported in Table 3 . It can be observed that among girls the Fat% is greater in the pubertal than in the prepubertal group (29.63 and 27.40%, respectively) and a stronger opposite effect in boys with the percentage of total body mass decreasing with maturity. Figure 2 shows the relation between Fat% and age where trend lines were adjusted within sex (total) and within pubertal state (sex specific). The slope parameters estimates are presented in Table 4 . When the regression is applied within sex groups, the slopes agree with the effects observed in Table 3 , where the mean Fat% increases in older girls (Pubertal Girls) and decreases in older boys (Pubertal Boys). There are statistical evidences that in both sexes these are An application of bootstrap in overweight diagnoses FAB Colugnati et al different from zero: equal to 0.387 for girls (a positive Fat% trend in age); and À1.640 for boys (a negative trend). When mature state is considered, the effects of age in the Fat% seem to be weaker, mainly in the prepubertal state. Despite the slope value of 2.23 for the Prepubertal Girl, both CI (the asymptotic and the BCa) include the zero value showing the lack of statistical evidence to reject that this slope equals zero. The same occurs with the Prepubertal Boys group, where even the point estimate is small. However, the slopes in pubertal states are different between sexes. For the girls, the value is 0.04 (very small effect) and the CIs also include the zero, while in boys there is statistical evidence of negative trend, À0.91, with CIs presenting statistical evidence to reject the zero value.
The 95% slope CIs obtained by the two approaches presents a good correlation. The normal distribution assumed analytically seems to be adequate, as observed by the small relative sizes of the constants a and b to the point estimates. The BCa 95% CI estimates are a little narrower than the analytical ones. Tables 5 and 6 present the estimates for the percentiles, 85 and 95th respectively, in each group. The point estimates do not differ substantially within each sex group or even between them, except both percentiles in the Prepubertal Boys group, which presented lower values than any other group.
Regarding the distribution properties, a and b constants showed evidence of a non-Gaussian behavior in the empirical distributions. The skewness is marked in the Girls group (total) for the 85 th percentile, where a ¼ À0.180. The other skewness corrections have relatively small dimensions and therefore little impact in the correction. However, the b values show that the BEDs present a lack of centrality relative to the sample point estimate. All the b values range from 10 to 30% relative to the point estimates, except in the boys (total) group (0.087, 7% relative to the point estimate). An application of bootstrap in overweight diagnoses FAB Colugnati et al Figures 3 and 4 present the BEDs shapes. As expected, the visual analysis agrees with the constant estimates.
The most important results are the comparison between the 95% percent CI estimates. All the BCa intervals are more realistic than the Binomial method, thereby improving the reliability of the estimates. Further, in some groups, the upper limits estimated by the binomial method lie out of the actual distribution range demonstrating the inadequacy of the asymptotic assumptions required by the analytical approach. This fact is easily observed in the 95th percentile distribution for the Pubertal Boys, where the Binomial upper limit, 2.831 lies out of the Figure 4 (c) axis. The same occurs for the 95th percentile, the upper limit estimate (2.404) is beyond the maximum axis value.
Discussion
We presented resampling methods as an alternative to obtain the interval estimates and the distribution properties of parameters where the Gaussian assumption is not verified, or the analytical estimates are difficult to obtain. A real application concerning the cutoff points' CIs for overweight and obese classification using a sample-based method introduced by Ellis et al 5 is presented. The use of studentized (a modified standardization) regression residuals is a smart An application of bootstrap in overweight diagnoses FAB Colugnati et al tool in the sense that it can rank the subjects taking into account all the variability among subjects (even when the regression model significance is not acceptable at the usual significance levels), which could be very high for this kind of measurement in a population of children and adolescents. It allows also a comparison of these cutoff points for various specific groups. Specific cutoff points for ethnic origin, pubertal state and any other variable for the comparison of groups can also be obtained. In clinical studies, the methodology offers an important tool for studies of alternative methods for body composition assessment. The interval estimate can improve these comparisons providing CIs that can be used as an empirical hypothesis test. The development of a specific test for this kind of problem involves complex mathematical tools and asymptotic theory. The former is beyond the knowledge and interest of most health science researchers and the latter often fails due the large sample properties, as we could observe in our results. A comparison of the CIs and intersections (if they actually occur) is a genuine statistical method and a powerful analytical tool when empirical distributions are available. Many authors have recommended the bootstrap method to obtain reliable and realistic estimates where inferences based on model assumptions or asymptotic sampling theory are of questionable validity. 19 In this work, comparison of the CIs between sex (all ages) shows evidence that the studentized cutoff is the same in both classification levels, the CI ranges are almost the same. Furthermore, the separation between the two percentile distributions is clear.
When we estimated the values within sexual maturation state groups, an interesting fact was observed. The CIs for Prepubertal Boys and Girls in the 95th percentile (1.516 and 1.949 point estimates, respectively) do not intersect, demonstrating that these cutoff points must be different between these groups. Referring back to Table 3 , it can be observed that the Fat% means between these groups are not so different (27.4 and 26.2 for boys and girls, respectively), with closer standard deviations. Thus, it appears strange that the cutoffs could be different. However, the explanation is in Table 4 , in the slope estimates. The Prepubertal Girls slope is much larger than the Prepubertal Boys slope (2.23 and 0.57, respectively), that is, the Fat% varies according to the age within Prepubertal state among girls while in boys it is close to a constant. One could claim that the parameters are not statistically significant, as the CIs show, but when computing the residuals, the mathematical trend (the line equation) is considered. Thus, it is important to highlight that in the ERM approach the role of the regression model is standardization rather than prediction or explanation.
Another finding was that the CIs for the 85 and 95th percentiles for Prepubertal Boys present a slight intersection. This is a unique case, since in the other groups the cutoff CIs for both levels do not intersect, and again the explanation is related to the constant mean Fat% within this group.
From these results we could conclude that for boys the cutoff points, even with the standardization, could be different and the classification must be done with care in that case. When considering girls, there is no evidence that it is necessary to take the mature state into account.
The metric used herein is analogous to that used with population reference standards (like CDC 2000 growth charts) when one transforms the observations in standards deviations from the population medians, the so-called z-score. Here the reference is the sample itself, and the interpretation of the values provided by the approach suggested should be done taking it into account. Figure 5 presents the Fat% by age in complete years (in the fashion of Cole et al 20 ) for children that presented residual above the 85th percentile, and its average values (the diamonds), a more realistic metric.
Concluding remarks
This paper presented some alternative quantitative methodological issues in the analysis of body composition of children and adolescents, a factor that plays an important role in the study of differences among the various subjects' profiles involved, provided that the parameters distribution is available.
Interval estimates based on the resampling method provided more reliable and likely results than analytical methods. The simple algorithm presented can be easily implemented and calculated using a personal computer, yielding results that can improve the interpretations.
The resampling approach proposed may be used in analogous problems of classification based on pivotal statistics (eg: regression residuals, deviations from the mean, z-scores, t-scores). A failure to study these properties inherent to any sample in this type of problem could lead to erroneous interpretations and definitions. This kind of analysis is exploratory and may precede any further investigation in order to compare or validate the assessment for classification cutoff values.
